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E-voting System Based on the Bitcoin Protocol
and Blind Signatures
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Abstract: This study proposes an electronic voting (e-voting) system based on the Bitcoin protocol and blind sig-
natures. Various cryptographic schemes have been studied to realize secure and efficient e-voting systems, but these
systems are hardly used in practical voting. One of the technical reasons for this unfortunate situation is that many
e-voting systems require an anonymous communication channel, which is difficult to implement over the Internet.
This study investigates if the Bitcoin protocol, a payment network wherein transactions are managed collectively by a
peer-to-peer network, can provide a breakthrough to the practicality issue of e-voting systems. In the proposed system,
the Bitcoin protocol is complemented with known protocols, such as the blind signature protocol and digital signature
protocol, to realize an e-voting system that is secure, anonymous, and transparent. This study discusses several impor-
tant properties of e-voting systems, including fairness, eligibility, anonymity, robustness, and verifiability, and shows
that the use of the Bitcoin protocol brings favorable features besides the anonymity of the communication.

1. Introduction
Electronic voting (e-voting) is a promising platform that aims

to provide a secure, convenient, and efficient voting environment
over the Internet. However, voting through the Internet introduces
several concerns, such as fraud, anonymity, and abuse, among
others. Previous research have introduced different e-voting sys-
tems and protocols with different encryption schemes of vary-
ing complexity [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. These systems make use
of a combination of different protocols, such as blind signatures,
threshold blind signatures, discrete logarithmic encryption, un-
tappable channels, and anonymous channels or public bulletin
boards, to satisfy the most properties that make e-voting systems
secure. Even though these systems are comprehensive theoreti-
cally, a complete solution that can be implemented in the practi-
cal domain is yet to be found. One of the most critical problems
in the practical implementation of e-voting systems is the realiza-
tion of an anonymous communication channel, which is assumed
in many theoretical schemes and is considered to be one of the
most important feature that can satisfy a number of the proper-
ties of e-voting systems. An e-voting system can be considered
secure if it satisfies the following properties:

Completeness: An eligible voter is always accepted by the ad-
ministrator and all valid votes are counted correctly.

Robustness/Soundness: Dishonest voters and other partici-
pants cannot disturb/disrupt an election.

Anonymity/Privacy: All votes must be secret and no entity
can link a vote to the voter who has cast a vote.

Unreusability: A voter cannot vote more than once.
Fairness: Early results should not be obtained, as they could

influence the remaining voters.
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Eligibility: Only legitimate voters can vote.
Individual verifiability: A voter can verify that his/her vote

was really counted.
Universal verifiability: Anybody can verify that the published

outcome really is the sum of all votes.
The current study aims to develop an e-voting protocol that

makes use of Bitcoin technology to realize an e-voting system
that satisfies the properties described above. Bitcoin is an inno-
vative global currency cryptosystem that continuously increases
in value and popularity since its launch in 2008 [6]. As of Jan-
uary 2016, Bitcoin has a market capitalization of approximately
6 billion USD, market price per Bitcoin (BTC) of approximately
400 USD, and on average, 200,000 transactions daily [7]. Bit-
coin enables a payment system that is secure and decentralized.
It is a peer-to-peer network powered by its users, and all Bitcoin
transactions are published publicly. Participants agree on a single
record of all transactions, which are grouped into blocks, given
timestamps, and then published. The hash of each block contains
the hash of the previous block to create a chain. Bitcoin provides
many desirable properties, including easy mobile payments, reli-
ability, control of one’s money, high availability, fast international
payments, zero or low fees, protected identity, and privacy [8].

In the current study, the idea is to replace the anonymous
communication, which is assumed and needed in many e-voting
protocols, with the propagation of Bitcoin transactions. Bitcoin
transactions are communicated over a peer-to-peer network, and
with appropriate management, Bitcoin users (not the Bitcoin ad-
dresses) cannot be identified and linked to transactions they cre-
ate. This feature contributes to enabling anonymity in voting,
which is a practical obstruction in many existing e-voting sys-
tems.

Bitcoin’s protocol and cryptography make the proposed system
suitable for an efficient and practical e-voting system wherein the
voters are protected and given control over the important aspects
of the voting process to protect their vote, privacy, and anonymity,
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while minimizing the trust and power of other entities to prevent
them from performing malicious actions.

In Section 2, we discuss some protocols used in existing e-
voting systems. Then, we analyze specific systems and provide
details on the properties they satisfy and their vulnerabilities.
Section 3 discusses the Bitcoin protocol to show the security it
provides. Section 4 presents some preliminaries and assumptions
in using Bitcoin as infrastructure, and then discusses the proposed
system. Section 5 provides a security analysis of the proposed
system. Section 6 provides the conclusion and future work.

2. E-Voting Systems
In this section, we discuss some widely recognized e-voting

protocols, which are the bases of other more complex secret vot-
ing schemes that have been proposed by other researchers. Many
e-voting systems are based on the blind signature scheme. In this
kind of scheme, voters obtain a token or signature, which is cre-
ated by an authority “blindly” for a data (the vote) that is known
only to the voter. The blind signature scheme is simple to under-
stand and is easily adaptable in complicated schemes.

2.1 Blind Signature Scheme
A blind signature, as presented by Chaum [1], is a cryptogra-

phy that is a digital version of using carbon paper-lined envelopes.
In this analogy, the signature written outside the envelope leaves
a carbon copy of the signature on the document inside the en-
velope, which the signer cannot see. In e-voting systems based
on the blind signature protocol, the signer (typically an author-
ity) signs an unknown message (blinded message) for a known
requester (typically a voter). This blinding process is necessary
because the signer should not know the vote of the voter. In this
scheme, a data or message to be signed by a signer (authority) is
disguised (randomized) first by a provider (voter) using a blind-
ing function given by m′ = blinde(m, r), where m′ is the blinded
message, e is the public key of the signer, m is the message,
and r is a random number. In an RSA blind signature scheme,
the blinding function is defined as blinde(m, r) = mremod n, for
example. The provider sends m′ to the signer, then the signer
signs m′ to generate s′ = signd(m′), where s′ is the blind sig-
nature and d is the private key of the signer. Then, the signer
returns s′ to the provider. The provider obtains the digital signa-
ture s for m using a corresponding unblinding function given by
s = unblind(s′, r). In the RSA blind signature, s′ = (mre)d = mdr
mod n, and unblind(s′, r) = r−1s′ = md mod n.

2.2 Secret Voting for Large Scale Elections
Fujioka et al. [2] proposed a voting scheme for large-scale

elections. Their model consists of three entity types: voters
Vi (i = 1, 2, ..., n), an administrator A, and a counter C. In this
model, Vi and C are assumed to communicate through an anony-
mous communication channel, which is a virtually assumed spe-
cial channel where nobody can specify the sender of transmitted
data. The model also requires the bit-commitment, digital signa-
ture, and blind signatures schemes. An informal description of
their scheme is as follows:

In the Preparation stage, voter Vi selects a vote vi and com-
pletes the commitment xi = enc(vi, k) using the bit-commitment
scheme, where k is a randomly chosen key. Then, Vi computes the
blinded message xi

′ = blinde(xi, r), where e is the public key of A

and r is a random blinding factor. Then, Vi signs xi
′ to generate

si = signi(xi
′), where signi(xi

′) is Vi’s signature scheme (hence
signi is the signature of Vi itself for the blinded messages), and
sends this si, together with his/her identification and xi

′, to A.
In the Administration stage, A verifies the eligibility of Vi.

If Vi is eligible to vote, then A signs xi
′ to generate a digital sig-

nature di = signA(xi
′) for xi, where signA(xi

′) is A’s signature
scheme. Then, A sends di back to Vi. At the end of this stage, A
publishes a list that contains the identities, blinded message, and
signed blinded message (i.e., IDi, xi

′, and di) of the voters that
received di.

In the Voting stage, Vi retrieves the signature yi =

unblind(di, r) for the commitment xi. Voter Vi verifies the cor-
rectness of yi, and if it succeeds, sends xi and yi to the counter C
through an anonymous channel.

In the Collecting stage, C verifies that yi is the signature for
xi. If the test succeeds, C publishes a list of (l, xi, yi), where l is
the entry number of the corresponding xi and yi.

In the Opening stage, Vi checks that the number of ballots that
C published is equal to the number of voters that A published,
and that his/her vote is listed in the list that C published. If the
check succeeds, Vi sends the key k (that was used to make the
commitment xi) with the corresponding number l to C through an
anonymous channel.

In the Counting stage, C opens the l-th ballot using the corre-
sponding k to retrieve the vote vi. Finally, C counts the votes and
announces the results.

As pointed out in [9], this scheme has the potential for a single
point of failure, wherein the authority can provide votes for the
voters who did not cast their votes.

2.3 Blind Multsignatures
Multisignature schemes are used to avoid single points of fail-

ure wherein any subgroup of a group of players jointly sign a
document to convince a verifier that each member of the sub-
group participated in signing [10]. A multisignature scheme can
be combined with a blind signature scheme to create a blind mul-
tisignature scheme that can be applied to e-voting systems. In this
kind of system, a user runs the blind signature protocol with each
signer (the signers are considered to be a subgroup of a group of
signers) to obtain signatures of a message, each generated using
the corresponding signer’s private key. An entity is replicated N
times and it assumed that at least t replicates are kept from failing
even in the most pessimistic scenarios.

A general e-voting system based on blind mutisignatures con-
sists of five entity types: voters Vi (i = 1, 2, ..., n), an administrator
A, registration authorities R j ( j = 1, 2, ...,N), a key authority K,
and a counter C. The stages are as follows:

In the Initialization stage, A distributes the set of identities of
legitimate voters together with their corresponding public keys
to concerned entities, i.e., the registration authorities R j with
j = 1, 2, ...,N and key authority K. In this scheme, K generates
the private/public key pairs that will be used for the encryption
process during the voting process.

In the Preparation stage, Vi selects a vote vi and completes
the commitment xi = enc(vi, k), where k is the public key pro-
vided by K.

In the Administration/Registration stage, Vi randomly se-
lects t registration authorities. In this explanation, without loss of
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generality, let R1, ...,Rt be the authorities selected by Vi. Then, Vi

computes the blinded message xi, j
′ = blinde j (xi, r) for j = 1, ..., t,

where r is a random blinding factor and e j the public key of the
corresponding R j. Note that xi, j

′ is computed separately for dif-
ferent R j because it is generated with the e j of the corresponding
R j. Then, Vi requests a signature for each xi, j

′ from R1, ...,Rt.
Then, R j verifies the eligibility of Vi. If Vi is eligible, R j signs
xi, j
′ to generate di, j = signR j xi, j

′. Then, R j sends di, j back to Vi.
Then, Vi retrieves t signatures yi, j = unblind(di, j, r) for the com-
mitment xi. If Vi retrieves the required t signatures, then Vi is
ready to vote.

In the Voting stage, Vi sends xi and the t signatures yi, j to C
through an anonymous channel, then C verifies that the required
number of t signatures has been satisfied.

In the Opening/Counting stage, K opens the collected com-
mitment xi publicly using the private key. Then, C counts the
votes and announces the results.

In this kind of scheme, K holds the private key for the decryp-
tion of xi, and thus, has the power to reveal the votes as soon as it
receives xi; this can violate the fairness property. Moreover, the
different R j are assumed to not collaborate with each other and
they communicate with Vi independently. Therefore, colluding
eligible voters can introduce extra vote/s using the extra signa-
tures obtained beyond t.

2.4 Public Registration Boards and E-Voting
Koenig et al. [9] pointed out that a public registration board is

required to avoid the problem of colluding voters in e-voting sys-
tems based on threshold blind signatures. In this system, they use
a public board as a knowledge base for synchronization among
the registration authorities. A public board is an append-only
broadcast channel with memory or storage device. Data pub-
lished on the board can be read but cannot be modified.

In their protocol, the voters need not communicate with the reg-
istration authorities directly, and vice versa. Following the stages
in the system discussed in Section 2.3, they made changes in the
Registration and Voting stages. In the Registration stage, voters
broadcast a blinded hash of the commitment anonymously to the
public registration board. Then, the R j check the board entries,
get the blinded messages, sign the messages, and then broadcast
the corresponding blind signatures back to the board. In the Vot-
ing stage, voters send the commitment, the hash of the commit-
ment, and the signatures of the R j anonymously to the counter C.
All other stages remain the same.

This kind of scheme solves the problems of colluding voters
and single points of failure. However, by introducing the public
registration board, it can be prone to some additional problems,
such as denial of service attack and anonymity issues. A natural
improvement to this kind of scheme is to create a collective of
public boards or a distributed web bulletin board [11]. This col-
lective is based on N peers of identical public boards, which, ide-
ally, have a synchronized history of the entries. The anonymous
nature of the bulletin board is still needed, and this approach does
not mitigate the practicality issue of previous schemes.

3. The Bitcoin Protocol
Bitcoin is a collection of cryptographic protocols that allow

secure online transactions between users [12], [13]. Typically,
users own digital Bitcoin wallets that are used for creating and

storing private keys and the corresponding Bitcoin addresses.
A user can transfer or send BTC to another user by creating a
transaction with the sender’s Bitcoin address/es as input/s and
the receiver’s Bitcoin address/es as output/s. Transactions are val-
idated by miners before they are included in a block and perma-
nently recorded in a global public ledger called the blockchain.

3.1 Bitcoin Addresses
A Bitcoin address is 160-bit hash of the public key of an El-

liptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) keypair. The
private key is generated first, and then the corresponding public
key is derived from the private key. The public key undergoes
several cryptographic processes (SHA-256, RIPEMD-160, and
Base58 Encoding) to be converted into a valid Bitcoin address
which looks like random-like numbers and letters, such as 19zB-
WfkNicdLdTTweZe37XRj2aFoYmHEX6. Users can create any
number of Bitcoin addresses easily and for free. There are 2160

possible Bitcoin addresses that can be created, and thus, a Bitcoin
address is considered to be “unique” as it is extremely unlikely for
two users to independently generate the same Bitcoin address.

3.2 Transactions, Blocks, and the Blockchain
A transaction is a digitally signed data that is broadcasted to the

Bitcoin network and then collected into blocks. The general for-
mat of a transaction includes a list of input addresses (addresses
from which Bitcoins are transferred; these addresses should be
outputs of previous transactions), a list of output addresses (which
contains the receiving addresses and the amounts of BTC being
transferred), and digital signatures (proof that the sender owns
the Bitcoin addresses in the list of input addresses). A transaction
also has the OP RETURN feature, which is a script that allows
the sender to store 80 bytes of extra data in a Bitcoin transaction
[14]. This feature has been used to realize some functions, such as
sending messages and proof of existence or timestamping of doc-
uments [15], through transactions published in the blockchain.

3.3 Blocks and the blockchain
Transactions are grouped together in blocks and then included

in the blockchain. Blocks are connected and linked, wherein each
block contains the hash of the previous block to create a chain that
connects the first block to the current block. A block contains a
hash of the previous block, a hash of the merkle root of valid
transactions to be included in this block, and a nonce (a unique
solution to a difficult mathematical puzzle).

Transactions are duplicated and broadcasted over the peer-to-
peer network of Bitcoin that consists of Bitcoin users. The Bit-
coin network itself does not have the mechanism to conceal the IP
addresses of the source of a transaction, and, in theory, an IP ad-
dress can happen to be connected to a Bitcoin address. However,
such a risk can be mitigated because full node clients relay trans-
actions as if they are their own transactions, and thus the source
of a particular transaction can be difficult to determine unless all
communications logs of all nodes are analyzed and traced. Fur-
thermore, third-party services, such as The Onion Router (Tor)
[16], can be used to hide the IP address of a computer used in
Bitcoin transactions. Online mixing services, such as BitLaundry
[17], can also be used, wherein users send and receive Bitcoins to
and from such service using independent Bitcoin addresses.

There is a small risk that a Bitcoin user is identified if a Bitcoin
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address is used in a naive manner. Bitcoin addresses look like ran-
dom numbers and letters, and the identity of the owner remains
unknown unless the same Bitcoin address is used in other trans-
actions where information about the owner is revealed (e.g., buy-
ing a product that is delivered physically wherein the name and
address of the owner are provided in the product’s shipping infor-
mation). This issue can be avoided if good practices are adopted
by Bitcoin users [18]; simply, by using a Bitcoin address only
once. A user should not publish his/her Bitcoin addresses in such
a way that somebody can connect these addresses with other Bit-
coin addresses that are intended for private use. This issue will
be revisited later in the discussion of the security.

3.4 Mining and Proof-of-Work
Blocks are added to the blockchain through the process called

mining, which uses a proof-of-work system wherein miners par-
ticipating in the Bitcoin network use customized software and
hardware to solve mathematical problems. This kind of math-
ematical problem is inherently difficult to solve and requires a
“brute force” solution; that is, miners scan and test for a nonce
that gives a correct solution. During mining, the mining hardware
of a miner (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICS) runs a crypto-
graphic hashing function composed of two rounds of SHA256 on
the block header. The nonce is incremented and hashed together
with the block header until a valid solution is found. The solution
is governed by a parameter called the difficulty target, which is
agreed upon by miners. The correct nonce should produce a hash
value whose numerical interpretation is lower than the difficulty
target, or equivalently the hash should start with a certain num-
ber of zeroes. When a miner finds the correct nonce, it forwards
the solved block to the rest of the miners. After validating the
solution for the block, miners move on to determining the correct
nonce for the next block. To compensate for increasing hardware
speeds, the difficulty target is adjusted every 2016 blocks so that it
takes on average 10 minutes to find a valid nonce. The miner who
solves a block is awarded with newly “minted” coins (currently
at 25 BTC) and the transaction fees of the transactions included
in the solved block. This process of mining guides the issuance
of Bitcoins and incentivizes miners to keep mining and approv-
ing transactions. Bitcoin’s security relies on this proof-of-work
system, which inherently means that a block cannot be modified
without redoing the work spent on it, including the work spent
on blocks chained after it. Given this design, as long as major-
ity of the overall computing power participating in the Bitcoin
network is controlled by honest miners, an attacker will be out-
paced by honest miners, making it almost impossible to modify a
published block.

4. Proposed E-Voting System
4.1 Bitcoin as Infrastructure for E-voting

In this section, we investigate the use of the Bitcoin protocol as
a substitute to a public board to provide a secure, anonymous, and
transparent e-voting scheme. In the proposed system, the voters
are given the “power” and control over the sensitive parts of the
voting process and the trust to other authorities are minimized.
In this way, the voters have complete control over their respec-
tive votes, and the authority or counter cannot perform malicious
operations because the security of Bitcoin is intact and the trans-
actions are published publicly. In the ideal case, the proposed

e-voting system assumes the following:
1. All entities are knowledgeable about Bitcoin, including the

protocol and creation of transactions.
2. All entities handle their private keys securely.
3. Voters have initial Bitcoins to spend.
For the first assumption: this is difficult to imagine now as the

Bitcoin technology is not easy to understand fully. However, just
like any e-voting system, the protocols and methods need to be
taught to the voters in an effective manner, similar to teaching
Bitcoin. Bitcoin is continuously becoming more widespread and
it is currently being used for monetary transactions, proving that
the general public can learn the proposed system effectively.

For the second assumption: in a general e-voting system, the
voter would need to handle keys (one for encrypting the vote and
one used as the blinding factor) privately, securely, and secretly.
In the proposed system, the voter would need to handle an addi-
tional key, the private key for the Bitcoin address that will be used
for voting. The Bitcoin community has provided many meth-
ods for securing Bitcoin wallets, including performing backups of
wallets (local and online), encrypting the wallet by setting pass-
words, and creating offline wallets or cold storage [19]. In this
aspect, using Bitcoin is advantageous because it provides many
security tools that are immediately available.

For the third assumption: this is difficult to implement until
Bitcoin becomes a widely accepted currency. In general, users
can obtain BTC through Bitcoin ATMs, online and offline ex-
changes, accepting BTC as payment, by buying from friends,
and through mining. In the proposed system, it is ideal that the
administrator (or government) provides all necessary Bitcoin ex-
penses, so that the voters do not need to spend any money. How-
ever, a voter cannot reveal the Bitcoin address that he/she will
use for voting to any other entity without compromising his/her
anonymity and privacy. The most viable option is for the admin-
istrator to provide Prepaid Bitcoin cards (PBCs) [20] to all eligi-
ble voters. PBCs are physical or virtual cards that are pre-loaded
with BTC. A PBC contains a public Bitcoin address with a pre-
loaded amount of BTC and the corresponding private key, which
is covered and can be scratched off, as shown in Fig. 1.

4.2 Protocols for E-voting
The proposed system is a non-conventional e-voting system

based on the Bitcoin Protocol and Blind Signature Protocol. The
idea is to use the Bitcoin blockchain as an alternative to an anony-
mous bulletin board or public registration board system, as shown
in Fig. 2. The proposed system involves three entity types: voters
Vi (i = 1, ..., n), an administrator A, and a counter C.

In the Initialization and Preparation stage, A initiates the
voting process by publishing empty ballots. Voter Vi selects a
vote vi, completes the ballot, and creates the commitment xi =

enc(vi, k), where k is a randomly chosen key. Then, Vi gener-
ates the blinded message xi

′ = blinde(xi, r), where r is a random

Fig. 1 Example of a Prepaid Bitcoin card [20]
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blinding factor and e is the public key of A.
The Administration stage is performed in face-to-face com-

munication. Voter Vi requests a signature from A for xi
′. Ad-

ministrator A checks and verifies if Vi is an eligible voter and has
the right to vote and if Vi has not yet requested for a signature. If
both conditions are met, A generates the signature di = signA(xi

′),
where signA(xi

′) is A’s signature scheme, and then A sends di

back to Vi. At the end of this stage, when all voters have re-
quested the signature from A, A publishes a list that contains the
identities of all the voters who received the signature from A and
their corresponding commitment given by 〈IDi, xi

′〉.
Voter Vi, who now holds the signature di, retrieves the signa-

ture yi = unblind(di, r) for the commitment xi. Voter Vi verifies if
yi is A’s signature for the commitment xi. If the verification fails,
Vi claims the invalid signature by showing that 〈xi, yi〉 is invalid.

If PBCs will be issued by A, then Vi is given one of these PBCs
(which can be put inside an envelope to ensure that it cannot be
traced back to Vi). The voter Vi can check the blockchain to en-
sure that the Bitcoin address included in the PBC contains coins.

Then, privately, (i.e., at home or some secure place) Vi

scratches off the covered private key, allowing him/her to have ac-
cess to the corresponding Bitcoin address in the PBC. The voter
Vi generates a pair of a private key Vi.BPK and a Bitcoin address
Vi.BA that will be used for voting. To ensure Vi’s privacy and
anonymity, Vi transfers the coins from the Bitcoin address in the
PBC to Vi.BA. This transaction is performed solely by Vi, and
thus, no one, aside from Vi, can link the identity of the owner of
Vi.BA to the Bitcoin address included in the PBC.

The Bitcoin Address Registration stage is an extension of the
Administration stage wherein the eligible voters who received a
signature from A will register the Bitcoin Addresses that they will
use for anonymous e-voting. From the start, A has generated a
pair of a private key A.BPK and a Bitcoin address A.BA. A.BA is
published publicly.

The voter Vi creates a simple Bitcoin transaction using Vi.BA
as input address and A.BA as output address. In this transaction,
Vi includes 〈xi, yi〉 in the OP RETURN part of the protocol as
proof that Vi.BA is owned by a legitimate voter, but the identity
of the voter is not revealed. In this transaction, Vi sends an ar-
bitrary amount of BTC to A; currently the minimum amount that
can be used for a transaction to be considered valid is 0.00010001
BTC = 0.03 USD. After confirming the details of the transaction,
Vi sends the transaction to the Bitcoin network awaiting for con-
firmations from miners that it is permanently included in a block
in the blockchain.

Once included in the blockchain, certain details will be
publicly available, including Vi.BA, A.BA, the amount of
BTC transferred, the commitment and signature 〈xi, yi〉 in the
OP RETURN, transaction ID, and the time it was included in
the block. Administrator A can verify if the signature yi of the
commitment xi is valid using its verification key. If the validation
is successful, A publishes a list that contains all of the Bitcoin
addresses that sent the correct signature yi of the commitment xi

given by 〈Vi.BA, xi, yi〉. At the end of this stage, the number of
entries in the list that contains 〈IDi, xi

′〉 should be equal to the
number of entries in the list that contains 〈Vi.BA, xi, yi〉.

In the Voting stage, since xi contains the vote vi, C can just
check and collect the list that contains 〈Vi.BA, xi, yi〉. Counter C
can double-check and verify the content of the list by looking up

the transactions in the blockchain using a blockchain browser or
a program similar to that.

In the Opening and Counting stage, Vi creates a simple Bit-
coin transaction using Vi.BA as input address and C.BA as output
address. In this transaction, Vi includes 〈k〉 in the OP RETURN.
Then, C opens the commitment xi using the key k to retrieve vi.
Finally, C counts the votes and announces the results by publish-
ing a list 〈Vi.BA, vi〉.

5. Security Analysis
Completeness: If all entities are honest, the results of the vot-

ing can be trusted.
Robustness/Soundness: The entities hold their own private

keys, thus no other entity can perform a function or transaction
on their behalf. Possible cases that can disrupt the voting process
are as follows:

During the Initialization and Preparation stage, a voter Vi can
keep sending invalid ballots, either with an invalid vote vi or com-
mitment xi. However, this can be detected in the Counting stage,
and the invalid vote will not be counted. Moreover, Vi can re-
ceive only one signature yi from A for one commitment xi, and xi

(hence the contents of the ballot) cannot be changed.
During the Counting stage, if Vi sends an illegal key k that

cannot open xi and obtain vi, the fault can only come from a dis-
honest Vi because all Bitcoin transactions are published publicly
and only Vi has access to the Bitcoin address used for the voting
and only Vi possesses k that opens xi.

After the Bitcoin Address Registration stage, if Vi leaks the pri-
vate key Vi.BPK to others, a corrupt third-party cannot introduce
a new vi because it cannot change xi. If Vi loses Vi.BPK before
sending k to C, then Vi can use another Bitcoin address and state
that he/she is the owner of the compromised Bitcoin address by
providing the correct k that opens xi to obtain vi (This can be
safely assumed to be valid because only the eligible voter pos-
sesses the correct k and xi cannot be changed). If Vi loses Vi.BPK
after sending k to C, then there is no problem as the purpose of
the Bitcoin address was already fulfilled; i.e., xi has been cast and
k that opens xi to obtain vi has already been sent.

The Administrator A cannot introduce additional votes by us-
ing its own Bitcoin addresses and creating dummy signatures be-
cause the entries in the list 〈Vi.BA, xi, yi〉 will overflow and it will
not match the list 〈IDi, xi

′〉. A mismatch or overflowing of the
lists can only happen because of a corrupt A. Moreover, A cannot
dummy vote for a voter that did not cast a vote because it cannot
reproduce the voter’s commitment xi and generate xi

′, which is
published in 〈IDi, xi

′〉.
Anonymity/Privacy: The relation between Vi’s identity (IDi)

and xi is hidden by the blind signature scheme. The information
that Vi sends through Bitcoin transactions (xi and k) maintain Vi’s
anonymity but can be considered valid because of the signature
yi, which can only be obtained by an eligible Vi. The Bitcoin
address used by Vi in the voting process, i.e., Vi.BA, cannot be
linked to his/her identity if proper management is taken and if Vi

uses this Bitcoin address solely for the voting process (see also
Section 3.3). Moreover, the vote vi remains secret until the Open-
ing and Counting stage when Vi sends the key k that opens xi.

Unreusability: It is assumed that the blind signature and cryp-
tographic schemes cannot be broken. Voter Vi can be given
only one signature yi for one commitment xi. Therefore, Vi can
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Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed structure

only register one valid Vi.BA in the Bitcoin Address Registration
stage. If Vi uses other Bitcoin address/es to send the same pair
of xi and yi, this redundancy can easily be detected because all
Bitcoin transactions are published publicly in the blockchain, and
thus, Vi’s vote, which is connected to only one Bitcoin address,
can only be counted once.

Fairness: The Opening and Counting stage is performed after
the Voting stage; i.e., Vi sends k that opens xi to obtain vi only
during the Counting stage. Moreover, the votes are encrypted
and disguised using the encryption scheme, and thus, they cannot
affect the voting during the Voting stage.

Eligibility: Assume that the digital signature scheme used by
A cannot be broken, and thus, Vi cannot generate a correct signa-
ture yi for xi on his/her own. The verification of the eligibility of
voters is performed in the Administration stage.

Individual verifiability: Given that Bitcoin transactions are
published publicly, Vi can easily verify that vi should be included
in the counting by checking the blockchain using a blockchain
browser. This also means that a corrupt A cannot exclude a Bit-
coin address that sent the pair of 〈xi, yi〉. A corrupt C cannot
exclude vi because k is sent publicly and is easily verifiable. A
corrupt C cannot give a false tally of the results as all votes are
publicly available.

Universal verifiability: The published outcome cannot be fal-
sified because all votes are public.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This study uses the Bitcoin protocol to realize an e-voting sys-

tem that is secure, anonymous, and transparent. The Bitcoin pro-
tocol is complemented with well-known protocols of existing e-
voting systems to provide an alternative for public bulletin boards
and void the issue of anonymous communication channels that in-
troduces problems in many existing schemes. Compared to other
e-voting systems, the proposed system provides power and con-
trol to the voters while minimizing the trust on other entities. Fu-
ture research will focus on the development of a prototype that
can demonstrate possible scalability. We will also investigate the
Ethereum protocol if it can be used for the practical implementa-
tion of the proposed system. Besides e-voting, we are interested

in investigating the utilizations of the Bitcoin protocol for differ-
ent security applications.
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